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Spotted Sandpiper (on driftwood)

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $60.00
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Shore Birds: Spotted Sandpiper (on driftwood)
 

Sales price without tax $60.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Spotted Sandpiper on driftwood

 

The Spotted Sandpiper with its richly spotted plumage is the most
widespread, familiar and notable  sandpiper in North and South America. 
Found anywhere near water throughout both continents, it can be recognized by
its habit of teetering with its tail up and head down, a tottering gait and showy
courtship dances.  It feeds on insects and even small fish.

The Spotted Sandpiper carving is mounted on a weathered-wood base and is
sure to please shorebird fans.  The bird is life-sized, carved from bass wood, hand-
feathered to show detail and painted with acryllic paint. The eyes are glass, feet
are copper and base is wood.

The bird measures approximately 7 3/4 inches from beak to tail, is 6 1/2 inches
high from head to foot and has an overall height of 8 inches.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

The weathered wood that is pictured is currently available.

SOLD OUT! IF YOU WISH TO BE NOTIFIED WHEN THE BLUEBIRD PAIR IS
AVAILABLE, PLEASE EMAIL US AT This email address is being protected from
spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. document.getElementById('clo
ak827b442589648886907f9eff42a61fbc').innerHTML = ''; var prefix = 'ma' + 'il' +
'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var addy827b442589648886907f9eff42a61fbc =
'INFO' + '@'; addy827b442589648886907f9eff42a61fbc =
addy827b442589648886907f9eff42a61fbc + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' +
'COM'; var addy_text827b442589648886907f9eff42a61fbc = 'INFO' + '@' +
'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM';document.getElementById('cloak827b44258
9648886907f9eff42a61fbc').innerHTML += '
'+addy_text827b442589648886907f9eff42a61fbc+''; .
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Shore Birds: Spotted Sandpiper (on driftwood)
 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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